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a b s t r a c t

A newmethod was developed to apply pull-and-shear loads to the bolt specimen in order to evaluate the
anchorage performance of the rebar bolt and the D-Bolt. In the tests, five displacing angles (0�, 20�, 40�,
60�, and 90�), two joint gaps (0 mm and 30 mm), and three kinds of host rock materials (weak concrete,
strong concrete, and concrete-granite) were considered, and stressestrain measurements were con-
ducted. Results show that the ultimate loads of both the D-Bolt and the rebar bolt remained constant
with any displacing angles. The ultimate displacement of the D-Bolt changed from 140 mm at the
0� displacing angle (pure pull) to approximately 70 mm at a displacing angle greater than 40�. The
displacement capacity of the D-Bolt is approximately 3.5 times that of the rebar bolt under pure pull and
50% higher than that of the rebar bolt under pure shear. The compressive stress exists at 50 mm from the
bolt head, and the maximum bending moment value rises with the increasing displacing angle. The rebar
bolt mobilises greater applied load than the D-Bolt when subjected to the maximum bending. The
yielding length (at 0�) of the D-Bolt is longer than that of the rebar bolt. The displacement capacity of the
bolts increased with the joint gap. The bolt subjected to joint gap effect yields more quickly with greater
bending moment and smaller applied load. The displacement capacities of the D-Bolt and the rebar bolt
are greater in the weak host rock than that in the hard host rock. In pure shear condition, the ultimate
load of the bolts slightly decreases in the hard rock. The yielding speed in the hard rock is higher than
that in the weak rock.
� 2014 Institute of Rock and Soil Mechanics, Chinese Academy of Sciences. Production and hosting by

Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Rock bolts have been widely used as the primary support
element to stabilise the rock masses around tunnels, mines, slopes,
and other structures in association with rock masses. For better
understanding of rock bolt performance, several studies have been
carried out by laboratory and field tests, analytical methods, and
numerical analysis (Stille et al., 1989; Indraratna and Kaiser, 1990;
Stillborg, 1994; Stjern, 1995; Huang et al., 2002; Cai et al., 2004;
Malmgren and Nordlund, 2008; Carranza-Torres, 2009; Bobet and
Einstein, 2011; Li, 2014; Lin et al., 2014). According to practical
engineering experiences, rock bolts may be subjected to pull-and-
shear loadings in field. Following this point of view, many studies
focused on rock bolt performance under shear loading and different
grout media (Bjurstroem, 1974; Hibino and Motojima, 1981; Spang
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and Egger, 1990; Holmberg, 1991; Jalalifar et al., 2006; Jalalifar and
Aziz, 2010). There may be installation shortage of these tests if the
angle between the bolt and the joint plane is less than 45�. The
friction on the joint surfaces is not negligible as well.

The strain and stress distributions on the bolt surface are
another interesting issue, andmany researchers have examined the
strain and stress distributions using either pull or shear conditions
by laboratory tests and analytical methods (Ferrero, 1995; Stjern,
1995; Grasselli, 2005). Farmer (1975) carried out fundamental
work on studying the axial behaviour of the bolt subjected to
tensile load and demonstrated that the shear stress at the bolte
grout interface would attenuate exponentially from the loading
point to the far end of the bolt before decoupling occurs. Li and
Stillborg (1999) presented a model of the shear stress distribution
along a fully encapsulated rock bolt in tension. In their model, the
elastic, softening, and debonding zones were taken into account.
Grasselli (2005) analysed the strain gauge data recorded during
shear test and verified that the plastic hinges operate as obstacles to
stress propagation. The formation of hinges is characterised by
compression and tension on both sides of the bolt.

The aim of this paper will concentrate on the performance of
rebar bolt and D-Bolt with the influence of displacing angle, rock
strength, and joint gap. A new method is developed to apply a
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combined pull-and-shear loading to the bolt specimens, and strain
distribution on the bolt surface is recorded during the test.

2. Analytical aspect

When a bolted rock joint is subjected to pull-and-shear
loading, the bolt deforms with increasing joint displacement,
and this can mobilise an axial load N and a lateral load Q (Fig. 1)
(Maren�ce and Swoboda, 1995). In the elastic region, the bolt de-
forms as a curve and has two critical points: one in the bolt-joint
intersection with zero bending moment (point O) and the other
with the maximum bending moment with zero shear stress (point
A) (Jalalifar et al., 2006; Jalalifar and Aziz, 2010). The stress re-
sultants are decided by the bending moment M, the axial load N,
and the lateral load Q. On the basis of the beam theory, the uni-
form stress distribution “s ¼ N/A” exists along the bolt. The
bending moment produces a linearly varying stress s ¼ �ðMy=IÞ;
with tension (positive) on the upper part of the bolt and
compression (negative) on the lower part. The final distribution of
axial stress is obtained as follows:

s1 ¼ N
A
þMy

I
(1)

s2 ¼ N
A
�My

I
(2)

where s1 and s2 are the axial stresses acting on the upper and lower
bolt surfaces, respectively; A is the area of bolt cross-section; I is the
moment of inertia; and y is the distance to neutral axis.

By combining Eqs. (1) and (2), the bending moment can be
calculated by

M ¼ ðs1 � s2ÞI
2y

(3)

The resulting strains and stresses in the bolt are directly related
to the curvature of the deflected bolt (Fig. 1). Strain value was
recorded by strain gauges in the bolt test. According to the stresse
strain curve of standard tensile test, stress value can be calibrated
from strain value. Thus, the bending moment can be obtained via
Eq. (3). As the pull-and-shear loading increases, the surrounding
medium generates a reaction on the bolt length. It increases pro-
gressively until the bolt reaches the yield limit.

3. Test design

3.1. Testing method and configuration

A new test method was developed to simulate the pull-and-
shear loading condition on the NTNU/SINTEF bolt test rig (Fig. 2).
The pull-and-shear loads are applied separately by two hydraulic
cylinder systems. The angle between the pull displacement and the
shear displacement is defined as displacing angle (a). The angle
Fig. 1. Loading condition of bolt during pull-and-shear loading (Maren�ce and
Swoboda, 1995).
between the pull load and the shear load is defined as loading angle
(q). Previous shear tests of rock bolts (Ludvig, 1984; Spang and
Egger, 1990; Jalalifar et al., 2006) showed that the angle between
the bolt and the joint surface (i.e. displacing angle) may not be less
than 45� practically for installation. In order to overcome this
shortage, the displacing angle (a) in our study is designed to be
adjusted in the range from 0� (pure pull) to 90� (pure shear) by
distributing the pressurised oil to the pull-and-shear cylinders
individually. Another advantage of this test method is that no joint
friction is involved because two concrete blocks are apart from each
other during testing.

The rock mass is simulated by two cubic concrete blocks with a
side length of 0.95 m. The concrete cubes were placed in the frame
of the test rig after a curing period of at least 30 days. Boreholes
were then pneumatically drilled with 33-mm drill bits. After that,
cement mortar with a water-to-cement ratio of 0.32 was pumped
into the boreholes, and the bolt specimen was inserted into the
hole. The strength of the cement grout is about 65 MPa after 3 days
of curing. The plate load was recorded by a load cell under the bolt
plate. Roller bearings were installed between the blocks and the
frame of the rig, aiming to get rid of the frictional resistance be-
tween them as well as to guide the blocks. The roller bearings and
frame can also prevent the rotation of the concrete blocks during
the test. The loading capacity of the two axial cylinders for pull is
500 kN (2 � 250 kN), and the capacity of the lateral cylinder for
shear is 600 kN.
Fig. 2. SINTEF/NTNU bolt test rig. (a) Full-scale test rig in laboratory; (b) Top view
sketch.



Table 1
Grouping of the bolt specimens.

Group
No.

Joint
gap (mm)

Cubic block
material

UCS
(MPa)

Loading
angle (�)

Number of
specimens

D-Bolt Rebar
bolt

1 0 Strong concrete 110 0� , 20� , 40� ,
60� , 90�

2, 2, 2,
2, 2

2, 2, 2,
2, 2

2 0 Concrete-granite 136 20� , 90� 1, 1 1, 1
3 0 Weak concrete 30 20� , 90� 1, 1 1, 1
4 30 Strong concrete 110 40� 2 1
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3.2. Bolt specimens and strain gauge layout

Two types of rock bolts, i.e. the rebar bolt and the D-Bolt, were
tested in this study. The rebar bolt is a conventional rock bolt with
tightly spaced small ribs, high load capacity, and small deformation.
It is bonded to the grout/rock along its entire length through the
mechanical interlock between the bolt ribs and the grout. The D-
Bolt (Fig. 3a) is a type of energy-absorbing rock bolt developed
recently at the NTNU (Li, 2010, 2012; Li and Doucet, 2012). It is
characterised by both high load and large deformation capacities.
The D-Bolt is made of a smooth steel bar with several deformed
sections that act as anchor points along its length. Both the rebar
and the D-Bolt specimens were 20 mm in diameter and 2 m in
length, with a thread section of 150e200 mm at one end. The D-
Bolt specimens for this study had two anchors spaced by a distance
of 1 m.

In order to obtain detailed information about the stress condi-
tion along the bolt, strain gauges were mounted at different loca-
tions according to Fig. 3b. For most of the tests, six pairs of strain
gauges were equally placed at 50 mm, 150 mm, and 300 mm from
the bolt head. For some other tests, an additional pair of strain
gauges was placed at 100 mm from the bolt head. To further
guarantee protection of strain gauges, the smooth shank of the D-
Bolt was coated with plastic pipe (Fig. 3a). However, test results (Li,
2010) showed that the coating media have a limited effect on the
anchorage performance of the D-Bolt. It is vital that the D-Bolt is
able to detach from the grout media, permitting full use of the bar’s
elongation capacity. Even if the D-Bolt is fully grouted with cement,
the diameter of the D-Bolt decreases with the increase in axial
tensile load. Because of the Poisson effect, the cross-sectional
contraction allows the D-Bolt to be detached from the grout.
3.3. Test plan

Four groups of bolt specimens were arranged in this study
(Table 1). In group 1, the bolts were installed in strong concrete
Fig. 3. D-Bolt specimen and strain gauge layout. (a) Anchor detail and bolt shank with
plastic pipe; (b) Strain gauge positions on the bolt.
blocks with a uniaxial compressive strength (UCS) of 110 MPa and
were tested by varying displacing angles from 0� (pure pull) to 90�

(pure shear). The strong concrete blocks are usually used for bolt
tests in the laboratory. In group 2, the bolts were installed in
concrete-granite blocks in order to compare the bolt performances
in the granite and strong concrete blocks. The block was made by
casting an Iddefjord granite block (0.75 m � 0.75 m � 0.40 m,
UCS ¼ 136 MPa) in concrete (UCS ¼ 110 MPa) (Fig. 4). The granite
sides of the two blocks faced each other so that the bolt was loaded
by the granite blocks during testing. In group 3, weak concrete
blocks with the UCS of 30 MPa were used to evaluate the effect of
block strength on bolt performance. The joint gap between the two
blocks was nominally zero at the beginning of testing for groups 1e
3. The tests in group 4 were carried out with a joint gap of 30mm in
order to examine the influence of the joint gap. The concrete blocks
in group 4 are the same as those in group 1. During testing, strains
were recorded via strain gauges for each type of test.
4. Test results

Some test results of total load and total displacement are pre-
sented in detail in Chen and Li (2014a,b). A short summary of them
is presented in this section. The total load and total displacement
used in the study below are defined as follows:

Ftot ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
F2p þ F2s

q
(4)

Dtot ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
D2
p þ D2

s

q
(5)

where Ftot is the total load, Fp is the pull load, Fs is the shear load,
Dtot is the total displacement, Dp is the pull displacement, and Ds is
the shear displacement.
Fig. 4. The concrete-granite block for test in group 2.



Fig. 5. Stressestrain behaviour of D-Bolt steel material under standard tensile test.
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4.1. Standard tensile test

The standard tensile tests were carried out in the laboratory to
examine the stressestrain relationship of the steel material. This
relationship is unique for each material and can be found by
recording the amount of deformation (strain) at different intervals
of tensile loading (stress). Test samples were prepared from the
rebar bolt and the D-Bolt in this study. They had a dog-bone shape,
with a 12-mm diameter and a 90-mm length for the middle stretch
section. The tensile test results of these two bolts were similar. As a
representative, Fig. 5 shows the result of the D-Bolt. Under tensile
loading, the sample was elongated elastically until the strain
reached approximately 0.25% and then yielded at 450 MPa for the
rebar bolt and 510 MPa for the D-Bolt. It became hardened after-
wards, reaching the ultimate tensile strength at 610 MPa for the
rebar bolt and 650 MPa for the D-Bolt at a strain of approximately
10%. The sample continued to elongate at the level of the tensile
strength until the initiation of necking at a strain of approximately
18%. Finally, the sample failed at an ultimate strain of approxi-
mately 24%. According to this stressestrain diagram of standard
tensile test, each stress value at the strain gauge position can be
obtained exactly.
4.2. Strain gauge data recording

The strain and load data recorded by gauges at all positions from
a representative test demonstrate how the bolts respond to pull-
and-shear loading (Fig. 6). The upper strain gauges Nos. 2, 4, 6,
and 8, which lay 50 mm, 100 mm, 150 mm, and 300 mm, respec-
tively, from the bolt head, show increases in axial strain. As com-
mon in all tests, the lower strain gauges near the bolt head, i.e. No. 1
Fig. 6. Strain versus total applied load of a D-Bolt specimen (group 2, 90� displacing
angle).
(50 mm from the joint surface), respond with an obvious decrease
in strain. Some test results show that the strains of gauges Nos. 3
and 5, which are 100 mm and 150 mm from the bolt head,
respectively, are also negative at the beginning of loading. For all
bolts, the magnitude of the negative strain is consistently less than
the opposing positive strain on the other side of the bolt and was
reversed as the test continued. The strain of the gauge No. 3 be-
comes positive when the load reached approximately 125 kN. The
strains of the last four gauges (Nos. 5e8) go up with similar
increment. However, signals are lost at the gauges Nos. 1 and 2
before the ultimate load is reached. It is because that the bending at
approximately 100 kN is quite large and the strain gauges are
stretched seriously.
4.3. Tests of the displacing angle

Total loadetotal displacement relationships with different
selected displacing angles are displayed in Fig. 7. The ultimate loads
(0�, 20�, 40�, 60�, and 90�) are in the range of 200e219 kN for the D-
Bolt and 195e217 kN for the rebar bolt. As shown in Fig. 8, the
ultimate displacement of the D-Bolt decreases by approximately
30% when the displacing angle is changed from 0� (pure pull) to
20�. It varies from 140 mm at the 0� displacing angle (pure pull) to
approximately 70 mm at a displacing angle greater than 40�. The
ultimate displacement of the rebar bolt smoothly increases from
29 mm to 53 mm with an increase in the displacing angle within
the range from 20� to 90�.
4.4. Tests of the host rock materials

Three types of blocks (corresponding to groups 1, 2, and 3 in
Table 1) were used to compare bolt anchorage performances in
different host rock materials. In group 2, two Iddefjord granite
blocks were utilised to be cast in the concrete blocks to simulate the
real rock condition in field.

The test results of the loadedisplacement behaviour of the bolts
are shown in Fig. 9 for the bolts tested at the 20� displacing angle
and installed in the different types of blocks. The total failure loads
of the D-Bolt and the rebar bolt are in the range of 206e209 kN and
209e217 kN, respectively. The total failure displacement varies
from 111 mm to 92 mm for the D-Bolt and from 55 mm to 30 mm
for the rebar bolt. In terms of the 90� displacing angle (Fig. 10), the
slopes of all the curves suddenly become smaller at the displace-
ment of approximately 8 cm. The total failure load, varying from
187 kN to 210 kN for the D-Bolt and from 188 kN to 203 kN for the
rebar bolt, rises with the decrease in host rock strength. The total
failure displacement, which varies from 59mm to 97mm for the D-
Fig. 7. Total load versus total displacement for the rock bolt specimens in group 1.



Fig. 8. Failure displacements versus displacing angles for the D-Bolt and rebar bolt
specimens.

Fig. 10. Total load versus total displacement for different host rock materials (90�

displacing angle, groups 1, 2 and 3).
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Bolt and from 40 mm to 68 mm for the rebar bolt, increases with
the decrease in host rock strength.

4.5. Tests of the joint gap effect

With the 40� displacing angle, failure occurred at the joint gap in
a combined pull-and-shear mode. As indicated in Fig. 11, there is no
major load capacity difference between the D-Bolt and the rebar
bolt. The maximum total loads of all bolts are in the range of 201e
209 kN. On the contrary, the joint gap slightly increases the
displacement capacity of both the bolts. The maximum total
displacement increases from 76 mm to approximately 83.5 mm for
the D-Bolt and from 33 mm to 48 mm for the rebar bolt.

5. Discussion and analysis

5.1. Displacing angle effect

As shown in Figs. 7 and 8, the load capacity, dependent on the
strength of the bolt steel, remains approximately constant no
matter what the displacing angle is. On the contrary, the
displacement capacity of the D-Bolt decreases with increasing
displacing angle. The displacement capacity of the 1-m-long D-Bolt
section is approximately 3.5 times that of the rebar bolt under pure
pull and still more than 50% higher under pure shear. Because of the
structure of the rebar bolt, the displacing angle has a minor impact
on the displacement capacity. When a rebar is subjected to pure
pull, for instance, the weak rib bond fails in the bolt section close to
the joint gap, while the bolt section located far from the joint gap is
Fig. 9. Total load versus total displacement for different host rock materials (20�

displacing angle, groups 1, 2 and 3).
not affected at all. When subjected to pull-and-shear condition, the
host material underneath the bolt will be crushed under the shear
force. The bolt has a possibility to be stretched and bent, resulting in
failure of theweak rib bond between these two “bending points”. In
other words, the influence of the joint gap, with any displacing
angle, is distributed over the relatively short portion close to the
joint gap of thewhole rebar bolt. Only this short portion’s extension
capacity can be mobilised.

The bonding condition between the bolt and the grout is an
important issue for bolt performance. It is very weak for D-Bolt and
strong for rebar bolt. When the D-Bolt is subjected to small dis-
placing angles (0� and 20�, Fig. 7), its linear-elastic stiffness mainly
depends on the deformation modulus of the bolt steel and the
length of the bolt section. However, the linear-elastic stiffness of
the rebar bolt is also mainly dependent on the bolt steel, but it is
slightly larger (or stiffer) than the D-Bolt because its freely
deforming section is much shorter than the section length of the D-
Bolt. Grout crushing may occur underneath the bolt shank, leading
to a smaller stiffness afterwards until the bolt steel yields. It can be
confirmed by the curves of 90� in Fig. 7.

According to strain gauge data recorded during the test, strain
was generated along the bolt surface as the applied load increased.
The stress distributions of the rebar bolt and the D-Bolt at the same
displacing angle are compared, as shown in Fig.12. In terms of rebar
bolt, the axial stresses on the upper and the lower surfaces quickly
decrease beyond 150 mm from the bolt head. Stress variation at
300 mm is negligible. On the one hand, the tensile stresses for
displacing angles from 20� to 90� on the upper surface increase
with increasing applied load. It is substantially close to the
Fig. 11. Joint gap effect of D-Bolts and rebar bolts (40� displacing angle, groups 1 and
4).
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theoretical stress distribution of rock bolt under pull-out test (Li
and Stillborg, 1999). At 50 mm, the upper stress of the 20� dis-
placing angle is 450 MPa with an applied load of 100 kN, which is
greater than that of other displacing angles. It is believed that there
is mainly pull effect rather than bending on the rebar bolt under the
20� displacing angle. On the other hand, compressive stresses are
observed at 50 mm and never exist at 150 mm and 300 mm. At the
90� displacing angle, the lower stress at 50 mm is �171 MPa when
the load is 100 kN, suggesting that the bolt deflects obviously.

In terms of D-Bolt, the basic trends of upper and lower stress
distributions are similar to those of the rebar bolt. However, the
tensile stress at 300 mm is not negligible. The stress distribution of
the 20� displacing angle is unique as the bolt failed with a relatively
long displacement (94 mm, Fig. 7). Only about one-half of the
displacement capacity was mobilised when the load is 100 kN. It is
evident, therefore, that with an applied load of 100 kN, the upper
gauges at 50 mm from 40� to 90� displacing angles reach the yield
Fig. 12. Distributions of the axial stress along D-Bolts and rebar bolts
limit (510 MPa). It is interesting to note that the upper gauge at
150 mm of the 90� displacing angle yields as well. The range of the
yielding of the D-Bolt is larger than that of the rebar bolt when
subjected to pure shear. One strain gauge failed during the test of
the 90� displacing angle. Compressive stresses are observed at
50 mm and never exist at 150 mm and 300 mm for the 40� and 60�

displacing angles, respectively. The lower gauge at 50 mm for the
60� displacing angle reaches the yield limit (510 MPa). It can be
assumed that the gauge at the same position for the 90� displacing
angle will also yield according to Fig. 13.

Bending is a characteristic of bolt deflection. A greater bending
moment indicates a greater difference between upper and lower
stresses. Because only a small bending of bolt is recorded at 150mm
or 300 mm, the maximum bending at 50 mm from the bolt head
with various bolt displacing angles is analysed typically in Fig. 13. In
terms of the D-Bolt, the maximum bending moment value of the
bolt at the 50-mm position increases from 0� to 90�. The D-Bolt
with varying displacing angles. (a) 20� , (b) 40� , (c) 60� , (d) 90� .



Fig. 13. Maximum bending moment at 50 mm from bolt head versus varying dis-
placing angles.

Fig. 12. (continued).
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reaches the maximum value (400 N m) and the pairs of strain
gauges reach the yield limit when the bolt is subjected to a 60�

displacing angle (Fig. 12c). In terms of the rebar bolt, there is no
obvious trend, and the moment values are 96 N m (40�) and
330 N m (90�). Only the upper strain gauge at 50 mm of the rebar
bolt reaches the yield limit.

In Fig. 14, the mobilised total load and total displacement when
the bolt reaches the maximum bending moment are compared. In
general, the rebar bolt suffers a greater level of applied load than
the D-Bolt in order to reach the maximum bending. The mobilised
loads are maintained at the range of 50e100 kN for the D-Bolt and
100e130 kN for the rebar bolt with varying displacing angles.
However, the magnitudes of displacement are small obviously in
the linear stressestrain region of the bolt. Similarly, the mobilised
displacement of D-Bolt basically keeps constant between 7mm and
12 mm with any displacing angle. However, the mobilised
displacement of the rebar bolt increases from 3 mm (20� and 40�)
to 13 mm (90�).



Fig. 14. Mobilised total load and total displacement of bolts versus varying displacing
angles when bolts are subjected to maximum bending moment. (a) Total load; (b) Total
displacement.
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5.2. Host rock material effect

As shown in Figs. 9 and 10, four deformation stages of all bolts
can be observed: linear-elastic deformation, yielding, plastic
deformation, and necking failure. In general, the strength of the
host rock material has a minor influence on the bolt load contri-
bution. The ultimate load varies in a narrow range of 190e220 kN
for the two types of bolts with any displacing angle and any type of
host rock materials.

It is interesting to note the steady decrease trends in ultimate
failure displacement associated with the increase in host rock
strength (Fig. 15). The parallel trend lines have similar slopes,
except for the rebar bolt with a 20� displacing angle. The bolts in
the weak rock are more deformation tolerable, suggesting that they
Fig. 15. Ultimate displacement versus host rock material strength (groups 1, 2 and 3).
would sustain longer time and could suffer larger rock dilations.
The test results also indicate that the strength of the host rock is
one of the important parameters for the shear resistance of the
bolted joint, especially in case that the bolt is perpendicular to the
joint surface where the bolt bends and a considerable tensile force
is induced.

In order to demonstrate how the stress develops with different
host rock strengths, two representative tests are compared with
applied total loads of 20 kN, 50 kN, and 100 kN (Fig. 16). On the
upper part of the D-Bolt, the axial stress situation along the bolt
varies throughout the test and decreases exponentially from the
point of loading to the far end. On the lower part, the negative
stresses at 50 mm, 100 mm, and 150 mm are observed from the
beginning of loading. The reading at 20 kN of applied load shows
that both compressive and tensile stresses are lower than 100 MPa.
When the total load is 50 kN, the stresses at 50-mm position are
425 and �350 MPa for the hard block condition (UCS ¼ 136 MPa),
and 324 and �267 MPa for the weak block condition
(UCS ¼ 30 MPa). It is shown that the bolt subjected to pure shear
loading reaches the yield limit more quickly in hard rock. While the
total load is 100 kN, the two pairs of gauges at the 50-mm position
with different block strengths reach the yield limit (�510 MPa)
totally. However, the stress at 150 mm of the lower part becomes
positivewith the total load of 100 kN, indicating that the bolt at this
position deforms from compression to tension.

Moreover, there are no significant changes in the maximum
bending moment along the bolt with different host rock materials.
For instance, the maximum bending moment values at the 50-mm
position are 400 N m (90�, D-Bolt) and 330 N m (90�, rebar bolt),
regardless of varying block strengths. It is because there is no
meaningful change in induced stress beyond the yield limit along
the bolt axis with increasing rock strength. The gauges yield
totally at this position, and the bending moment value keeps the
same.

5.3. Joint gap effect

The combined pull-and-shear failure at the 40� displacing angle
for the rock bolts is shown in Fig. 11. Two types of bolts have similar
load capacities no matter how the joint of the blocks is tightly
closed or opened with gap. On the contrary, the joint gap increases
the displacement capacity of the bolts. However, the displacement
increment of the D-Bolt is smaller than that of the rebar bolt. It is
because when a rebar is subjected to joint gap opening, the weak
rib bond fails in the bolt section close to the joint gap, while the bolt
section located far from the joint gap is not affected at all. Thus, the
displacement capacity of the bolt section near the joint gap is
mobilised as large as possible. This phenomenon could result in
premature failure of the rebar bolt. The D-Bolt, however, has long
smooth sections between anchors, which can freely deform when
subjected to rock dilation. It can sustain the joint gap influencewith
its entire length of the bolt section (2 m). Therefore, the D-Bolt
performs more reliably than the rebar bolt with the joint gap.

As illustrated in Fig. 17, two representative tests of D-Bolt are
selected to compare the stress distribution difference in the joint
gap effect with applied total loads of 20 kN, 50 kN, and 100 kN. On
the upper part, all the tensile axial stresses increase exponentially
with the increase in the applied load. On the lower part, the
compressive stresses are developed at the 50-mm position for
these two bolts, whereas the tensile stresses exist at 150-mm and
300-mm positions during the test. When the total load is 50 kN,
the stresses of the upper and lower parts at the 50-mm position
are 510 MPa and �375 MPa for the D-Bolt with joint gap and
354 MPa and �144 MPa for the D-Bolt without joint gap. While
the total load is 100 kN, the upper gauges at the 50-mm position



Fig. 16. Distribution of the axial stress along D-Bolts with different host rock strengths.

Fig. 17. Distribution of the axial stress along D-Bolts with joint gap effect.
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for the two types of tests reach the yield limit (510 MPa), and the
lower stresses at the 50-mm position are �150 MPa and �81 MPa,
respectively. It shows that the bolt subjected to joint gap reaches
the yield limit more easily with applied load. Thus, the mobilised
bending moment is greater with joint gap, which can be
confirmed according to Table 2. The bending moments at 150-mm
and 300-mm positions are relatively small and can be disregarded.
The bolt subjected to joint gap suffers greater bending moment
(350 N m) than that without joint gap (280 N m) at the 50-mm
Table 2
Bending performance comparison of joint gap (D-Bolt, 40� displacing angle).

Joint gap (mm) Max. bending moment value (N m)

50-mm position 150-mm position 300-mm po

30 350 �20 �15
0 280 �16 36
position. In conclusion, the bolt with joint gap can mobilise
greater bending moment with smaller applied total load and
approximately the same total displacement.

6. Conclusions

A new test method was developed to evaluate the rock bolt
performance with the effects of varying displacing angles, different
host rock materials, and different joint gap openings. The load can
Total load when bolt reaches
max. bending (kN)

Total displ. when bolt reaches
max. bending (mm)

sition

50 8.5
72 8.0
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be applied easily to specimens with any displacing angle in the
range from 0� (pure pull) to 90� (pure shear). Strain gauges were
mounted on bolt surface in order to examine the stress distribution.
The axial stress on the upper bolt surface decreases exponentially
from the loading point to the far end with any displacing angle. The
stress of the rebar bolt beyond 150 mm from the bolt head de-
creases quickly and is negligible at 300 mm. The compression on
the lower surface only exists at 50 mm. The strain gauges (50 mm
and 150 mm) of the D-Bolt yield when subjected to pure shear. The
range of yielding of the D-Bolt is larger than that of rebar bolt when
subjected to pure shear. The bending moment of the D-Bolt reaches
the maximum value (400 N m) at a displacing angle greater than
60�. The maximum bending moment value rises gradually with the
increasing displacing angle. The rebar bolt suffers greater applied
load than the D-Bolt in order to reach the maximum bending. The
mobilised loads are maintained at the range of 50e100 kN for the
D-Bolt and 100e130 kN for the rebar bolt from 20� to 90�.

The weak concrete (UCS ¼ 30 MPa), strong concrete
(UCS ¼ 110 MPa), and concrete-granite blocks (UCS ¼ 136 MPa)
were used to study the effect of the rock strength on the rock bolt
performance. The ultimate displacement of the rock bolt is greater
in theweak blocks than that in the strong blocks. In the case of pure
shear, bolt bending is significantly large when the bolt is subjected
to a harder rock condition. The yielding speed of bolt in harder rock
is quicker than that in weaker rock. When the bolt is subjected to
pure shear, it deforms from compression to tension at the 150-mm
position. With a 40� displacing angle, there is no obvious joint gap
effect on the load capacity of the rock bolts. The displacement in-
crements of the 30-mm joint gap effect are 7 mm for the rebar and
15 mm for the D-Bolt. The bolt subjected to joint gap reaches the
yield limit more quickly and has a greater bending moment with a
smaller applied load than the normal one.
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